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DEPARTMENT OF STATE

MemoranJum ol Conversation
May 17, 1968
1:00 - 3:15 p.m.
PLACE: Secretary's dining
room.
DATE:

PART IV of V.
SUBJECT:

Korea

PARTICIP.ANTS:

For the United States:

COPIES TO:

For the Soviet Union:

Deputy Foreign Minister ~v
The Secretary
Ambassador Anatoliy F. Dobrynjn
G - Ambassador Bohlen
Min. Couns. Yuri N. Tclierniakov~
EUR - John M. Leddy
K
S, U, G, WH, Sec Def, Amembassy MOSCOW

1

The Secretary said that the United States was very concerned 1
about the Pueblo affair. The United States has gone as far as it
is possible for it to go. He said that~e could not aRologize for
something that we do not think that we actually did, i.e., enter
-North Korean terrltOrrarwal:efs. · He hoped that we could obtain
Soviet assistance in bringing this question to a satisfactory
conclusion.

I)

Continuing, the Secretary said we were also concerned about
the infiltration of the DMZ by North Korea and statements by
North Korea suggesting possible resumption of hostilities toward
the South. He asked for Soviet influence with Pyongyang to keep
things cool: the situation could become explosive. Mr. Bohlen
added that the -~ was ea
to turn over the crew of the
Pueblo to any country with which we have relatio
inclu
g
Soviet Un1on, pending an objective review of what ha
appened.

l81e

L

Kuznetsov said that he co d not answ
the moment and
could only express the hope that the problem would e so ved.
Dobrynin said that the North Koreans had shown the Soviet~ a
movie of ~e ~rew in which they had made statements which left
the impression that the crew supported the North Korean view of
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-2the Pueblo incident. The Secretary said that if the 'crew
actually said to the U.S. Government what they were alleged
to have said to the North Koreans, then the U.S. would be
read
olo ize; but we could not place credence 1n any
statements which had been made by the crew under duress.
The Secretary stated in measured terms that if North
Kore:rattacks South Korea, the United States will react.--with "maximum violence".
.._

~

Kuznetsov said that the North Koreans had given the
Soviets evidence t.b.at South Kcn:.ea _bad been infiltratin&._
North Korea and that they, the Soviets, were concerned
about this. The Secretary replied that he felt it important
that the Soviets and the United States ascertain independently
and as objectively as they can what the facts really are
on both sides and that the two governments should keep in
touch on this matter. He thought that both governments
should work to cool down the :Korean
Situat1on on both sides-~--.
·------··--- --··-··---·
" ···---Kuznetsov said that the ~!'av~~c~~ent~
in Korea and that we should move against any tension or
~ion of the situation. The Secretary pointed out
that a step toward this would be the release of the crew
of the Pueblo.
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